One Dormitory May Initiate New Housemaster Program Next Term

A housemaster system may be introduced next year at MIT, according to Dean Fassett. The plan would provide the transfer of supervisory administrative authority from the Residence Office to the faculty resident within the dormitory.

"Fassett said that, under the proposed housemaster system, control from non-residents would be in the dormitory. A budget for internal improvements would also be set up by the house. In addition, graduate students might be residents in the future and be introduced to the house's management.

A selection on the housemaster system will probably be made in mid-February, Fassett said. Although it is not yet which dormitory might be considered, he emphasized that the final selection will not be tied more closely to the house than the fall. He hinted that a possible site for the better chosen East Campus.

In particular, Fassett stated that a housemate system, which is an idea being considered, can be "a house system." This development of the "house-mates" must be gradual and will occur in stages. In a report issued recently by the MIT Residence Hall planning committee, it was recommended that a "dean's office in residence" be established to meet the needs of the students. As for the future, Fassett does not think that the MIT Student Center Committee, the proposed housemaster system, control from the student body, or the future of the system would be changed.

Positive Plans Made For Student Center; Construction In 1961

Long order study by various Institute committees, the proposed student union building has finally passed from the discussion to the definitive stages. In a report issued recently by the MIT Student Center Committee, specific goals and recommendations were listed.

The new facility, which will be located between the chapel and the O'Neill Building, will be an integral part of the student union and will accommodate students. Plans for the multi-million dollar structure are expected to be completed in about two years. The architect for the plan is the same one who designed the auditorium and the chapel. The actual construction is planned to begin in 1965 as part of MIT's centennial celebration.

Concerning itself primarily with the construction of the new building, the committee was asked by the MIT Student Union Committee to investigate the construction of a student union building. The proposed building would be a multi-purpose facility, containing classrooms, a lounge, and a student center.

The committee, while discussing the proposal, has been actively engaged in determining a definite and distinct character for the student union building. They believe that it should be representative of the student union and should be in keeping with the overall character of the institute.

"I think that the student union building will be the most significant part of the institute," said Fassett. "It will be the place where students can come together and work on their interests."

Stephenson Elected UAP, Believes New Inscomm To Accomplish More

"I believe that the new Inscomm will be able to accomplish more than any other group. It will be more efficient. I realize that the present setup requires the president to do a great amount of work. But it is only for men on Inscomm, and I believe that the Inscomm can accomplish more in less time.

"But I have to be the one to say that the new Inscomm has, on some occasions in the past, taken action in fields which the student body did not even know were possible."

Because there are only thirteen men sitting on the current Institute Committee, he feels that the new Excom will be a more effective body. The agenda of the meetings will be planned by the president with the assistance of the vice-president and the secretary-treasurer.

Concerning parietal rules, he expressed the personal view of his opinion. On Inscomm and IPC, rather than Inscomm Committees, are in the best position to lay down the rules. The rules across the entire campus might be easier to accomplish the unique situation in each house. Inscomm, he feels, is more than a general code of conduct. He maintains, however, that the rules might not be changed at all. For instance, because Voo Doo is the MIT humor magazine, from rule was perfectly justified in stepping in during the zany controversy. He feels that Voo Doo should be seeing a bad impression.

Concerning further on the topic, he stated that states must subordinate any rules will want exactly how subordinate they are to be. Furthermore, actions are not defined for any great length by the parietal rules. A swift and potent action is in some cases required. Inscomm will in general concern such matters.

Stephenson stated that there were no specific plans for an Inscomm investigation. Under this leadership would be a new student, the Inscomm student Center and the parking problem.

Students To Choose New Class Officers Tuesday, March 4

MIT class officer elections will be conducted Tuesday, March 4, between 1:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., at voting booths set up in the lobby of Fayerweather. Confusion resulting from the filing of petitions by several freshmen for the office of vice-president has been settled by the election division of the Registrar's Office. Old and new petitions will not appear on the ballot used for original filing of candidates. In addition, freshmen filing have been allowed to change their candidacy and run for a different office, instead, with the candidate receiving the second highest number of votes.

Several candidates for the office of permanent class president are Robert Jordan, Robert Pavone, and Halley David, while both Johnson is the only senior trying for the position.

Running for the presidency of the Class of '59 are Glenn Zeiders, Fred Reik, and Ronald Van Ness.
**The Art of Andre Marchal**

The Art of Andre Marchal, a new three-volume series from Unieron Records has recently been released. Marchal is as much as many of today's organists and music lovers are acquainted with a revival of baroque music, this release is most timely.

Engineered by Peter Battik, these unusual recordings present the famous French, blend organist in a program of early organ and choral music, played on the Marchal, an MIT Kresge Organ and Chapel, and in conjunction with the MIT Choral Society. Volumes I and II are played on the Kresge Organ with the first volume on several organs, while Volume III is devoted entirely to the Chapel Organ.

The Auditorium and Chapel Organs, dubbed respectively "Hlutkamp's Banana Bunch" (A. Bly, The American Organist, review-Cecil Reist, Feb. "58) and "Little Gem" (Boston's Baroque Devotees) sound much more inte-...
Mr. Wright cited the automobile as a feature which is hastening the decay of cities. He called repeatedly for planning. "If only we'd had architects come over with our five towns, where would we be now?"

Mr. Wright termed his architecture "organic," and that when he first went to Japan, he found the structures in that country organic, and Paris the most beautiful city in the world; it has preserved a sense of age.

"I am sorry from the bottom of my heart, and I am also glad for you. Get into things! Do something, don't just sit and study! It's a simple thing, Good luck to you!"

With these words, Frank Lloyd Wright left Kresge Auditorium last Wednesday night, after spending more than an hour answering questions. An audience of three thousand people had followed Mr. Wright from the audience into one of the basement rooms. Architecture students from MIT and Harvard were asking such technical questions, and Mr. Wright had set up a tape recorder and was transcribing a record of the talk. Mr. Wright answered all the questions put to him, and expounded his ideas on Nature and Architecture.

"When questioned about himself and his ideas, Mr. Wright said, "I have a solution for structures because I have a success- fully built such structures."

He continued, "Education is now just the trampling of the herd. We must return to the elemental spirit of truth. I suggest you all go out of school and work on a farm or do bricklaying for a year or so."

ELECTIONS

(Continued from page 1) Larry Jones, who beat Richard D. Seid and Simon Dave Parker is the only candidate for the position of treasurer.

Resident whom the Class of '59 will choose as president are Robert Lienhard and Jack Edwards. Robert Lienhard, who is president of the Class of 1959, are Richard Fom Cahn, Theodore H. Brown, and Thomas Courtier. Candidates for secre- tary are Ralph Bellows, Skip Morris, and Don Weaver, while Dwayne Burson is running unopposed for class treasur-

IBM 704 Computer

Spends 253 Hours

On 3 Satellite Orbits

Even though the giant computer at MIT needs only 22 seconds to compute the orbit of an earth satel-

site, more than 253 hours of its time have been devoted since last October to satellites work, the MIT Compu-

ter Operations Center reports today. The orbit changes slightly every time that a satellite goes around the earth, and efforts of the first three satel-

lites sent into space have been computed over and over again so that these changes can be traced.

The MIT computer, see, IBM 704, made available by the International Business Machines Corp., is the larg-

est machine of its kind in America that is devoted wholly to unclass-

ified research. Its full potentials have not been realized yet in satel-

lilete tracking, but astronomers already are being forced to race to keep up with the numerical findings that are pouring out of it.

Checking the instruction program given to the machine, engineers observed reports to find which are most promise.

RichardDyer-Bennet

To Give Folk Song

Concert In Kresge

Richard Dyer-Bennet, nationally known tenor and guitarist, will give a concert of folk and art songs in Kresgse Auditorium Sunday, March 15 at 8:00 p.m. He is being present-

ed by the MIT English Club Society.

Born in England, but raised and educated in California, Mr. Dyer-Bennet sings a six-hundred-year-old hit por-

cad with baritone and tenor voices of the English-speaking people. He is an expert guitarist, and has

arranged his own folk accompaniments. One thing that sets him apart from other folk singers is the range of his repertoire, which inclu-
des 600 folk and art songs in many languages.

Tickets for this concert ($3.00 and $2.50, respectively, $1.50, reserved) are available at IBM, Kresge Center.

STUDENT UNION

(Continued from page 1)

to the enhancement of student life, both on an individual and a group basis. They hope to define what the funding should be, not what it should look like.

Since the beginning of the study in 1952, the various groups have conduc-
ted research, and the results of which were used in the recent determination of long-range planning. New factors which influence the study have considerably entered the picture, the most recent being the "planning for the philosop-
hy and construction of an under-

covered Graduate Home system at the Grad-

uate Center." Each of these develop-

ments have required special consider-

ation by the group. Plans are pre-

cessly being made for another meeting in order to turn these ideas and recons-

iderations into reality. A report is being prepared which will outline the action being taken and the present status of the center in general.
DRESSER MANUFACTURERS OF ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT

Active participation in the quest for scientific truths
Opportunity to expand your knowledge
Individual responsibility
Full utilization of your capabilities
Association with top-ranking men in field

Openings now in these fields
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
APPLIED PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL, METALLURGICAL,
AERONAUTICAL AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Systems Analysis
Inertial Guidance
Computer Equipment
Instrumentation
Telemetering
Fluid Mechanics
Heat Transfer
Aerodyanmics
Propellents
Materials Research

U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 11, 12

Now is the time to talk about CAREERS with IT & T

Representatives of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation will be interviewing Engineers and Physicists at M. I. T. on MARCH 6, 7 for positions with the following IT & T Divisions and Associate Companies:

FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABORATORIES
Nutley, New Jersey and San Fernando, California

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND RADIO COMPANY
Clifton, New Jersey

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
San Fernando, California

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois and Corinth, Mississippi

AMERICAN CABLE & RADIO CORPORATION
New York, New York

COMPONENTS DIVISION
Clifton, New Jersey and Palo Alto, California

FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Loft and Parnassus, New Jersey

MECTEX SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
New York, New York

ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Pawtucket and Westerly, Rhode Island

IT&T TELEPHONE AND RADIO OPERATING GROUP
New York, New York

For details, consult with your Placement Officer now, and sign up for a scheduled interview with IT&T representatives. You may be certain that we are looking forward to meeting you.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
37 Soad Street, New York 6, New York

CLARK BROS. CO.
Olean, New York

(A Division of Dresser Industries)

Representatives will be at Massachusetts Institute of Technology MARCH 13, 1958 to interview candidates for positions in Sales Application—Field Sales—Product Design and Development—Test

MECHANICAL, CHEMICAL, AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
(One Year Training and Development Program)
Manufacturer of engines, engine driven compressors, industrial gas turbines and centrifugal compressors

PLEASE SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TO APPLY FOR AN INTERVIEW

CLARK BROS. CO.
Olean, New York

(A Division of Dresser Industries)

Representatives will be at Massachusetts Institute of Technology MARCH 13, 1958 to interview candidates for positions in Sales Application—Field Sales—Product Design and Development—Test

MECHANICAL, CHEMICAL, AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
(One Year Training and Development Program)
Manufacturer of engines, engine driven compressors, industrial gas turbines and centrifugal compressors

PLEASE SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TO APPLY FOR AN INTERVIEW
OLAE HOUSE

(Continued from page 2)

so smoke it, but keeps the longer use of heat energy from passing out back again. Forced air up the shaft is transferred to water and carried through pipes running to a 1500 gallon storage tank. This stored energy can later be transferred to the air through indirect heat changers to heat the house. The great expanse of glass of the house is also the dominant architectural feature of the house, for it affords a sweeping of the south-facing glass side slopes upward to the air through a heat transfer, upper tubing to a 1500 gallon storage tank, which can show how the system may be simplified to achieve further cost reductions. The MIT solar house was a two-room office and lab on the main floor, whose purpose was to build the house. Although the solar heating system could have been designed to supply all of the house’s heating requirements, it was designed to provide about 80 per cent of the total heat, the remainder being supplied by an auxiliary oil furnace. Coat of a similar heating system would be prohibitive for the individual builder, coating about six times as much as conventional systems. Professor Anderson points out that, “Had it cost only twice as much as the conventional system, it would have been economically competitive considering the capitalized cost of annual fuel savings.”

Prefered Anderson also notes that for this prototype house the collector was hand-made and that if several identical systems were built, factory production would reduce costs. He also believes that a study of the operating data of this solar house may show how the system may be simplified to achieve further cost reductions. The first MIT solar house was a two-room office and lab on the main floor, whose purpose was to build the house. Although the solar heating system could have been designed to supply all of the house’s heating requirements, it was designed to provide about 80 per cent of the total heat, the remainder being supplied by an auxiliary oil furnace. Coat of a similar heating system would be prohibitive for the individual builder, coating about six times as much as conventional systems. Professor Anderson points out that, “Had it cost only twice as much as the conventional system, it would have been economically competitive considering the capitalized cost of annual fuel savings.”

The first MIT solar house was a two-room office and lab on the main floor, whose purpose was to build the house. Although the solar heating system could have been designed to supply all of the house’s heating requirements, it was designed to provide about 80 per cent of the total heat, the remainder being supplied by an auxiliary oil furnace. Coat of a similar heating system would be prohibitive for the individual builder, coating about six times as much as conventional systems. Professor Anderson points out that, “Had it cost only twice as much as the conventional system, it would have been economically competitive considering the capitalized cost of annual fuel savings.”

The first MIT solar house was a two-room office and lab on the main floor, whose purpose was to build the house. Although the solar heating system could have been designed to supply all of the house’s heating requirements, it was designed to provide about 80 per cent of the total heat, the remainder being supplied by an auxiliary oil furnace. Coat of a similar heating system would be prohibitive for the individual builder, coating about six times as much as conventional systems. Professor Anderson points out that, “Had it cost only twice as much as the conventional system, it would have been economically competitive considering the capitalized cost of annual fuel savings.”

Let’s discuss CAREERS (not jobs) in Guided Missiles MARCH 3, 4

If you’re interested in guided missiles and you should be because it’s the fastest growing engineering field today), you’ll be wise to talk to Bendix. As prime contractor for the vital Talos Missile, Bendix is big league. If you work for Bendix Guided Missiles, you work with the top men in the field, using facilities and equipment that are virtually unmatched. The future of Talos is one of ever-increasing research, development and test programs. That means you’ll grow, too, just as fast as your talent and ambition will let you. Interested? Then, we’d like to talk to you. Make your appointment now.

BENDIX GUIDED MISSILES, MISHAWAKA, INDIANA

Star Performers!

the ARROW pin-tab and tabber

They’re the smoothest shirts anywhere. And both are yours in a barrel as well as French and Link Cuff*. British stripes, miniature checks, solid colors. Thank exclusive Arrow Minky® for their subtly trim lines, collar to waist to cuff. "Sanforized"-labeled. From $4.00 and up. Clarks, Peabody & Co., Inc.

ARROW—first in fashion
Tech Show Opens Friday, February 28
Knee And Solomons Have Starring Roles

The first performance of the 1958 Tech Show, "Out in a Linoleum," will be held tonight at 8:30 in Kresge Auditorium. Tickets will be on sale at the door the evening of each performance, and will also be on sale from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in building ten until the last show. There will be three other performances, on March first, seventh, and eighth.

On March 15th the show will go on the road, to Northampton, Massachusetts, where the performances will be given for the students of Smith, University of Massachusetts, Mount Holyoke, and Amherst.

This year's musical comedy concerns a group of New York eccentrics who become bored with life and decide to go to a small island which may soon be blown out of existence by an active volcano. The plot hinges around a businessman's especially available daughter and the attempts of the group to get out of a seemingly hopeless situation.

Playing one of the major male leads is Dave Knox, a talented graduate student in mathematics and a graduate of O.U. Gus Solomons '60, who injured his foot several weeks ago in dancing practices, has taken a non-dancing part under director's orders, and has been doing all the choreography. Also in the cast are Bobby Shane and Phyllis Lobreg, from B.D., and MIT coed Elaine Bone 60.

Phyllis Lobreg, member of the cast, in one of her less ferocious moments.

Draper To Speak In Museum Of Science
To Air Force Assn. On Inertial Guidance

Dr. Charles Stark Draper, head of the Instrumentation Laboratories, will deliver an address on the topic of inertial guidance at the Museum of Science Building on Tuesday, March 4, at 8 p.m. This admission-free lecture, sponsored by members of the Air Force Association, Boston Squadron, was originally scheduled for the evening of Tuesday, February 18.

Dr. Draper is a pioneer in inertial guidance. Research which he began in 1950 has led to an extremely accurate guidance system for aircraft, possibly missiles. This system is "near-ly ideal," according to the experimenter of inertial guidance display in the lobby of building 7.

Evidence of the capability of inertial guidance was presented in February of 1953, when an Air Force B-29 bomber carrying 2700 pounds of equipment flew from Bedford, Mass. to the west coast. According to an article in the September, 1953, issue of Science Digest, the flight was made by the use of a gyroscope which used no outside reference. Draper's belief, the craft carried a pilot, but he did not touch the controls for twelve hours.

Tufts Trips Beaver Pucksters, 7-1
Engineers Tire In Third Period
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Engineers Tire In Third Period
Northeastern Topsple MIT Quintet

Centralizing on foul shots, Northeastern's basketball squad defeated MIT 67-59 last Wednesday evening in the victory gym. The Engineers pulled away, as Bob Polutchko '59 scored in two one-handed jump shots that put outside the free throw limit. Northeastern followed with two baskets, and after a scoreless half, the Wildcats hit on three free shots to take a 10-4 lead.

The game continued on an even keel through the first half, with Northeastern hanging on to an eight-point lead at the half, the scoreboard showing 32-25.

Northestern Sports Ahead

The second half saw the winners be in top physical condition, and the time running out. MIT could not find the presence of mind and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC

easy range and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC

INexplicably, the game continued on an even keel throughout the first half, with Northeastern holding on to an eight-point lead at the half, the scoreboard showing 32-25.

The second half saw the winners be in top physical condition, and the time running out. MIT could not find the presence of mind and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC

easy range and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC.

Despite their valiant efforts, Tech's variety swimmers dropped their meet with Springfield Wednesday night, 30-50. The team got off to a flying start when Roger Kane '58 and John Whorton '58 took first and second respectively in both the 100- and 100-yard backstroke, setting new records in some of the best times of the season, with a 24.9 and 50.2 time respectively, the second just off the school record.

Burwell West '60 pulled in a second place in the 200-yard breaststroke in 2:55.7. Captain Murray Katsman '58 lowered this year's best time by nine seconds in the 440-yard freestyle, taking third. Finally, the relay team of Bill Veck '58, Kane, Wilson, and Jack Koslow '58 took first place.

Yeager's Team

Hampered by a poor swimming pool, the Wildcats lost to Springfield Wednesday afternoon, 55-36. In spite of adverse conditions, Tony Kane won an easy first in the 100-yard individual medley while John Borza's salvaged home against the powerful 200-yard freestyle. Pete Buskirk hit his best time of the season in the 50-yard butterfly, and Tony Syhvestri was the victor in the 200-yard breaststroke. The 100-yard backstroke saw Nelson Steffany.

The second half saw the winners be in top physical condition, and the time running out. MIT could not find the presence of mind and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC easy range and the opportunity to regain MIT SCOaINC.

ENGINEERING Mermen Topped By Springfield

Ice Payoffs Enter Final Rounds;

Ice hockey enters its final round this week-end. The four remaining teams; Graduate House, Sigma Chi, and Phi Beta Epsilon, will face off against each other Sunday and Monday, The team with the best record from this semifinal, and two final games will be crowned hockey champions.

Sunday

Graduate House vs Sigma Chi

Monday

Graduate House vs Phi Beta Epsilon

Court Finals

Phi Gamma Delta movie Graduate House in Rockwell Cage on Sat

The intramural hockey season ended with the best record from the three

The Fijis who brought one of the top teams to the league, by Chuck Ingraham '58, Carl Swansons '59, and Don de Borst '58, hopes to return to his school for his first year, and win against the Phi Gammas and Epsilon-A. The game was previously undefeated, and Grad. House dropped their first round game to Pi Lambda Phi. Both teams were undefeated in regular season play.

The Omega's who brought one of the top teams to the league, by Chuck Ingraham '58, Carl Swansons '59, and Don de Borst '58, hopes to return to his school for his first year, and win against the Phi Gammas and Epsilon-A. The game was previously undefeated, and Grad. House dropped their first round game to Pi Lambda Phi. Both teams were undefeated in regular season play.

Fifty Teams Entered In 1M Volley Ball

The intramural valley ball season put off to a start in Rockwell Cage on Sunday night. The forty teams participating were divided into eight leagues, with each team playing every other team in its league to determine who will enter the finals. The games were scheduled to be played over the next week, before the Easter break.

The following is a list of the teams entered in the Intramural Volley Ball League, along with their records:

League I

Delta Kappa Sigmas vs Epsilon Alpha Epsilon-B 15-10, 15-3, 15-5

League II

Phi Delta Theta A vs Omega Tau Omega 15-13, 15-13

League IV

Sigma Chi A vs Sigma Chi Alpha Epsilon A 15-11, 15-13, 15-13

League V

Sigma House vs Phi Epsilon Forbis

League VI

Slayer House vs Sigma Chi

Find Out what's like to be with IBM

MARCH 7

If your interest is in:

Business Administration

and degree or major is:

Liberal Arts

Contact your college placement office for an appointment today...

SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM

The growth of the company has been spectacular since its inception in 1911. This has been especi- 

ally true in recent years, as business, industry, science and government have turned increasingly 
to automation through electronic computers.

Such growth naturally provides many oppor-
tunities for advancement to well-qualified college 

students. IBM company policies and practices 

designed to make IBM

IBM Laboratories and manufacturing facilities

are located in Bedford, Lexington, Orego, Pough- 

keeps, Vermont, N. Y. and California:

Lexington, Kans.; and Racine, Ill. Sales and service offices are in 150 principal cities throughout the United States.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

IBM

If you have attended interviews, write or call the manager of the nearest IBM office.

IBM Corp.

363 Third Street

Cambridge, Mass.
The intramural bowling season gets off to a late start this season; and compounding this, numerous post-pavements have caused the end of the season to be delayed until mid-April.

In the closing three weeks the winners in each of the six original leagues will form a play off league; the team with the best record in this league will be crowned champion.


RED CROSS SENIOR LIFE

SAVING COURSE

Registration: March 10, 1958. Eligibility: Required Life Saving Swim test; will be given at first Red Cross date, Place: MIT Alumni Swimming Pool.

The Water Safety Instructor's course will be offered starting April 21, 1958. The prerequisites for this course will be a Red Cross Senior Life Saving certificate issued less than three years old, and attendance at the pre-instructor's class starting April 7. Please register with the Swimming Pool Attendants. The final date for registration will be March 10, 1958 for the Senior Life Saving Course.

Senior Life Saving Courses, April 26, 1958.

Class: 5:15 A.M.-8:00 A.M. and would like Informal dance to be held at the College, 8:00-10:00 p.m. and 3:00-5:15 P.M. Prizes and Refreshments.

For adults only, and attendance at the pre-class. Place: MIT Alumni Swimming Pool.

March I. Admission 75c. Time 8-12 P.M. Reservations.

There is a waiting list for the Senior Life Saving Course. March II. Admission $1.50. Time 7-12 P.M. Reservations.
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